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Buildings can get wet from several sources. The most common source of moisture is the environment – mostly rain. The
most common moisture sources affecting old buildings are:
• Water ingress (e.g. roof, chimneys)

• Penetrating damp, above ground (e.g. rainwater)
• Penetrating damp, underground (e.g. cellars)
• Splash water

• Leaks (building defects)
• Rising damp

• Hygroscopic moisture (from salts)

• Condensation (both surface and in-depth)
Some of these dampness problems have obvious mechanical causes. Fixing a broken gutter, digging a drain to channel
groundwater away, repointing the cracks in a stone wall etc. – all require some sort of physical intervention.
Other dampness problems, however, are much more subtle, they happen slowly and often invisibly. These are caused by
various electro-chemical molecular phenomena, which can not always be solved effectively with „brute force“ approach.
The chemical effect of salts and their hygroscopic nature, various surface- and capillary phenomena, interstitial (in-depth)
condensation, evaporation etc. are just some examples which mainly occur at molecular level, driven by various molecular
electro-chemical phenomena. These manifestations, due to their invisible nature, are the most difficult to spot, understand and handle.
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2. Rising Damp

A Holistic View on Rising Damp
Rising damp is water’s natural tendency to rise in masonry.

Historical References

Water moves upwards inside the building fabric due to
capillary action, resulting in the long-term slow deterioration of the building fabric.

The exisence and rising damp have been extensively documented from early Victorian period, starting with the
1840s, throughout the turn of the century and the following two World Wars.
Leading professional publications (listed below) have repeatedly addresed rising damp and common problems
associated with it: health and sanitary issues, unsightly
buildings, damages to the building fabric etc:
• The Builder (architectural journal) - Vol II, 1844

• The Builder‘s Guide: A practical manual (book) - 1851
• Royal Institute of the British Architects Papers - 1863
• The British Medical Journal - 1873

• Notes on Building Construction (book) - 1876
• Helps to Health (health publication) - 1885

Four Areas of Study

• Public Health Act London - 1891

As a result, various period damp proof course technologies have been proposed and developed to break capillary action, including: hot asphalte, welsh slates bedded
in cement, sheets of lead, glazed bricks, perforated bricks,
vitrified stoneware tiles etc. – precursors of modern damp
proof courses.

The systematic study of rising damp involves the study
of 4 dynamically interacting areas (micro–environments):
1. The soil
Various period publications about damp proof courses and rising damp

2. The wall fabric
3. The finishing
4. The environment (air)

Modern Scientific Research
Many research papers from all around the world acknowledge the complex nature of rising damp and study the
effecs of moisture movement and solluble salts in porous
materials – both in lab environment and on real buildings.

Water gradually moves from the ground (1) into the wall
fabric (2) and finish (3), finally evaporating into the air (4).

The Water and Salts Cycle of Rising Damp
There are 2 major cycles occurring inside old walls:
1. The Water Cycle: follows the following path:
Soil > Wall fabric > Finishing > Air (1 > 2 > 3 > 4)
If the wall fabric and finish is breathable, most of the
water can easily evaporate, resulting in a relatively
steady moisture content of the walls. If evaporation
is impeded (e.g. by using non-breathable materials),
dampness gradually accumulates in the building fabric, making the walls damper and damper over time.
2. The Salts Cycle: follows the following path
Soil > Wall fabric > Finishing (1 > 2 > 3)
Along with water, diluted ground salts are also transported into the building fabric. Unlike water, which
evaporates through the pores, salts stay and accumulate over time inside the building fabric – the
older the walls the more salts accumulate in them.
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The water (1) and salts (2) cycle
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The Effect of Salts
The presence of salts significantly impacts the condition and appearance of the building fabric. The effect of salts is largely
unknown to many building professionals. Due to their importance, during the past few years a lot of research went into
this field1, however due to the complexity of the subject, many aspects of salts migration are still poorly understood.
Salts are one of the primary causes behind the irreversible breakdown of the building fabric, because salts:
• ACCUMULATE: as the building ages, salts just keep piling up inside the building fabric. Everything else being
equal, a 300-year old wall will be saltier than a 100-year old one and so on. The older the building fabric, the saltier
and damper it gets.
• ATTRACT MOISTURE (when get wet): Salts have an interesting property: they can attract and bind moisture even
from the air. If you leave dry table salt in a damp environment, it will go soft as a result of capturing some of the
humidity from the air. As a result, a salty building fabric by default has a higher moisture content than a less salty
one as salt crystals bind moisture from the air.
• CRYSTALLIZE and EXPAND (when dry out): Salts can be found in either diluted or solid (crystallized) state inside
the wall capillaries. When water evaporates the salts are left behind, they crystallize and expand in volume about 5
- 10X - similar to water freezing and expanding into ice. The salt crystals being harder than most building materials,
they literally pulverize, break down2 the weaker building fabric. Crumbling, spalling, flaking, cracking or peeling of
the building fabric is largely related to the crystallization of salts.3
Drying out very old buildings thus becomes a challenge. Many remedy actions that work well on not too old properties
give much less- or no results in very old buildings.

Salt damage: spalled bricks

Salt damage: powdered soft bricks

Salt damage: delaminating sandstone

How Salts Destroy the Masonry?
The reason salts pose such a serious problem to masonry
is because they can dissolve and recrystallize.
Changes in temperature and/or humidity cause salt crystals to expand multiple times (5-10X) within the small
pores, which generate enough crystallization pressure to
crack the fine pores, irreversibly destroying the masonry.
Powdering, flaking, crumbling, delamination or cracking of
masonry surfaces are typical signs of a salt attack.
It is tempting to think that if a house has lasted for 100
years, decay will not much worsen after another 20 or 30
years. This is incorrect. According to current building research, the rate of decay is exponential1.
There is a long initial period of almost no decay (80 years
in this example) during which time salts slowly accumulate
within the masonry pore structure till they reach a saturation point.

After this the salt decay becomes accelerated, the volume of decay over the next 10 years will be twice as bad as
it is now.
Over time, once rising damp has drawn enough salts into
the building fabric and the concentration of salts in masonry becomes higher than in the soil below, this triggers a
secondary force of attraction known as diffusion. High salinity areas from the upper part of the wall start attracting
water from lower salinity areas underneath, making the
masonry increasingly saltier and the capillary rise increases
with the building‘s age. In older buildings with thick walls
several metres high capillary rise is not uncommon2.

Various manifestations of salt crystallization

Where Salts Originate From?
In smaller quantities, salts can be natively found in bricks made of clay, which contain some salts (typically less than
0.02%). However, most of the salts originate from the environment and will gradually „pollute“ the aging building fabric
via several mechanisms:

We can determine the salt content of the masonry using
professional salt measurements.

• From the ground: most salts migrate into the building fabric through rising damp. In residential buildings they can
reach about 1 meter height. In larger buildings with thick walls they can however climb significantly higher.
• From the air: buildings close to the sea are subject to sea salt particles carried by wind, mist and fog. These salts
are washed-in by the rain into the building fabric. Smog from air pollution (e.g. sulphur gases) combined with rain
creates acid rain, which reacting with lime results in salts, leading to the crumbing and decay of stones.
• From chimneys: interestingly enough, chimneys are very much subject to the erosive action of salts. Flue gases
combined with air and moisture will result in salts, which over the decades or centuries migrate into the chimney
walls, resulting in a gradual decay of the fabric around the chimneys.
1). Julie Desarnaud: Dynamics of salt crystallization, Getty Conservation Institute – Conference Paper, Jan 2011

2). R. M. Espinosa-Marzal & G. W. Scherer: Mechanisms of damage by salt, Geological Society, London, Special Publications 2010; v. 331; Jan 2010

3). J. M. P. Q. Delgado et al.: Salt Damage and Rising Damp Treatment in Building Structures, Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto, Portugal, Oct 2016
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Professional salt measurements in a church
1). Department for Environment and Heritage, South Australia: Salt attack
and rising damp: a guide to salt damp in historic and older buildings Technical Guide, 2008

2). Bernard Feilden: Conservation of Historic Buildings, 3rd Edition, 2003, p.
101.
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Phases of Fabric Decay

How Rising Damp Develops?

The decay of the building fabric due to salts crystallization occurs in phases. Here are some visual indicators on some
of these phases, many of them characteristic to rising damp.

The wetting process of a dry wall, in the earliest phase, is
triggered by temperature differences. Due to presence of
heating and the cooling effect of the ground, the base of
the walls are colder while upper areas are warmer.

PHASE 0. No visible damage yet: Damp inside the fabric can still be detected by deep-penetrating microwave meters.
PHASE 1. PAINT damage, surface manifestations: Rising damp first becomes visible through light surface manifestations in form of damp spots, salt deposits, paint discoloration, musty smell, mould and peeling wallpaper.

Because warm air is lighter and cool air is denser, the
temperature differences translate to pressure differences,
creating a pumping mechanism, pushing moisture upwards inside the dry capillaries.
From this point on, rising damp as a phenomenon develops from a combination of several moisture transport mechanisms, initially consisting of predominantly vapour (e.g. adsorbtion, diffusion and condensation), then later on predominantly liquid transport mechanisms (e.g. capillary flow). Once capillary flow has been established, a whole host of
electrokinetic phenomena (electronic effects creating movement) enter into play.

Peeling wallpaper

Salt pockets or bands

Damaged paint

PHASE 2. PLASTER damage: If not addressed, dampness and salts start affecting the plaster. Brittle, sandy, crumbling
or detached plaster are some of the indicators of this second phase.

Rising damp is a mix of several complex molecular transport mechnisms

A clear division of these transport mechanisms into vapour and liquid transport is not possible due to the fact that liquid
and vapour phases co-exist inside the capillaries1. In extreme cases, such as Venice, where buildings have been built on
seawater, rising damp cases several meters high have been documented2.

Equilibrium – Water In vs. Water Out
The steady moisture content of the walls at any given time depends on the ratio of water intake (water IN) vs evaporation (water OUT), which can have seasonal variations.

Brittle, sandy plaster

Destroyed plaster

Hollow / Cracked plaster

PHASE 3. BUILDING FABRIC / Structural damage: If left untreated, the ongoing decay can cause substantial damages. Missing bricks or a heavily damaged wall fabric are some of the telltale signs indicating long-term exposure
to rising damp. Fixing the problem at this stage becomes a costly restoration project.

Destroyed sandstone

Destroyed building fabric

Missing bricks

Thus breathable materials (e.g. lime) which facilitate evaporation can help to keep the walls relatively dry. Non-breathable
builing materials (e.g. cement and plastic membranes) gradually accumulate moisture inside the building fabric, making
the walls damper and damper.
It is important to note that although breathable materials result in a dry surface, they don‘t (can‘t) prevent the rising of
water inside the wall fabric, and the accumulating salts will sooner or later break down the sacrificial finish, resulting in
a need for ongoing maintenance.

1). C. Hall, W. D. Hoff: Rising damp: capillary rise dynamics in walls – Proceedings of The Royal Society, 2007
2). Laura Falchi at al.: Rising damp in historical buildings: A Venetian perspective, March 2018. Link
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3. Solving Rising Damp

Potential Solutions

Diagnosis – Moisture Meters

Any possible remedy of rising damp consists of one or
more actions applied to the 4 areas highlighted earier:

Moisture meters are the most common tool for diagnosing dampness. Most such meters measure conductivity as the
presence of water or salts increase the conductivity of the building fabric which is detected by the meter.
The most important quality parameter of a meter is its penetration depth. The deeper a meter can penetrate the wall
fabric and detect moisture, the more advanced technology it employs and the more it costs.
The main types (technologies) of dampness meters are:
1. Resistance (pin) meters: the oldest and most common meter type. These meters measure surface moisture only.
Their readings are affected by salts which makes them the least reliable meter type for masonry diagnosis.
2. Capacitance (ball head) meters : have a deeper penetration (30-40 mm) and as such they are more accurate.

1. The soil
2. The wall fabric
3. The finishing
4. The environment (air)
This gives us the following potential solutions:
1. DRAINAGE: by channelling the water away from the base of the
walls can be an efficient method to reduce the water intake by the walls.
Drainage alone won‘t solve the problem of rising damp, only it will slow
it down, as the walls being in permanent contact with the ground will
still be subject to dampness from the ground.

Drainage

3. Microwave (radar) meters – the latest technology – can detect moisture over 300 mm deep. They are the most
accurate and their readings are also unaffected by salts.

Soil

Damp Proof Course
Budget resistance (pin) meter

Capacitance (ball head) meter

3. REBUILDING THE WALL: although a radical solution, in certain
cases rebuilding a wall or wall section is the way to go forward. A new
wall, built to specs, is free of salts and it also comes with a new DPC which resolves both the problem of dampness and salts.

Deep penetrating microwave meter (radar)

It is important to understand that damp meters are not absolute tools that give a foolproof diagnosis. Although modern
meters can be a great tool that allows us to „look“ beyond the surface, they should be used in conjunction with other
observations and measurements. The practical experience of the surveyor is also important; an experienced professional
can much quicker correlate the data obtained from various sources and come up with a solid diagnosis.

Drilled Core Sampling – Gravimetric (weight-based) Analysis

Wall Fabric

Rebuilding

The industry-standard measurement for measuring and monitoring masonry moisture content. The moisture content is
determined from drilled powder samples taken from the core of the wall, at different heights, using a precision scale and
drying oven. Each wall sample is first weighed (wet weight), dried in the oven, then weighed again (dry weight). The real
(absolute) moisture content is calculated as the difference between the wet and dry weights and expressed in percentage.
This is what English Heritage says about gravimetric analysis in their practical conservation handbook Practical Building
Conservation: Mortars, Renders and Plasters which is used as reference guide by many conservation specialists throughout the country.

4. REPLASTERING: breathable plasters, renders or paints that facilitate
evaporation can help to keep the walls dry and presentable. On the
other hand, non-breathable finishes that block the evaporation of water
can make the dampness situation worse, while also causing serious damage to old buildings.
5. HEATING & VENTILATION: constant heating and ventilation can
facilitate the dehydration of walls.

Wall Fabric

Replastering

The Role of a Damp Proof Course
From all of the above solutions, the presence of a good, unbreached
DPC is the only solution that can fully block the rise of water from the
ground.

“Gravimetric analysis of a drilled sample is the most accurate of the analytical methods, and
it is therefore used for calibrating other forms of measurements.” – English Heritage

Finishing

Every rising damp treatment that does not also include a damp
proof course, won't solve long-term the problem of rising damp.

Environment

The FULL SOLUTION to rising damp must address BOTH the problem of water and salts, by stopping the intake of water and managing the problem of salts – done both in a building-sympathetic way.

Heating, ventilation
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2. INSTALLING A DPC: the presence of a good quality, working DPC
can permanently stop the intake of water from the ground. Original
DPCs unfortunately won‘t last as long as the building so a retrofit solution will be required at some point.

A combination of drainage, replastering with lime and heating/ventilation will not solve rising damp permanently, only slow it down and
give a temporary relief from the problem. The longevity of this approach primarily depends on the amount of salts accumulated in the
building fabric.
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4. Damp Proof Course (DPC) Solutions

The Full Solution to Rising Damp
Good Diagnosis
Often overlooked – correct diagnosis of the problem
is essential. We do this in the form of a comprehensive
dampness survey.
Due to the age of the buildings, rising damp is often
combined with other dampness problems such as
penetrating damp, hygroscopic moisture (the effect of
salts) or in-depth / surface condensation in case of solid walls.
In order to get the dampness problem completely resolved, these „other“ problems also need to be solved.

Fully solving rising damp involves the following steps:

Step 1. Installing a
Damp Proof Course
This step deals with the core of the wall, where the
problem originates from.
Solving the underlying dampness problem – rather
than just covering it up – is critical for the long-term
resolution of the problem.

Stopping the movement of water and the subsequent accumulation of ground salts into the building fabric is usually done
through the installation of a damp proof course (DPC). Some of the old buildings do not have a DPC yet they can feel
reasonably dry due to a number of factors such as: a low water table, sandy ground, breathable building materials or the
presence of less porous materials used at their base (e.g. large hard rocks).
There are several types of DPCs available, the most common ones used in old buildings are briefly discussed below.

1. Chemical / Injected DPCs
Chemical solutions attempt to block rising damp by injecting water-repellent chemicals into the wall fabric. This is a
two-step process:
1. Installation of a chemical DPC: holes are drilled
along the base of the wall about 100 mm apart, then
chemicals (liquids, pastes or solid bars) are administered into the holes.
2. Replastering: salts from the old plaster can still trap
moisture from the air, creating damp spots (hygroscopic dampness) on the walls. Replacing the old
plaster with fresh one prevents this.

Technical Limitations
The weak points of the chemical technology that account
for a 25-40% failure rate1 are:
• Distribution of chemicals inside the masonry: injected chemicals do not spread evenly and can leave
untreated spots where water can rise.

• Aging of chemicals: chemicals tend to shrink as they
age. As a result a new, secondary capillary system
forms where water can rise again.

Step 2: Replastering, Renovation
This step deals with the surface of the wall and it has
both a decorative and functional role.
The use of building-friendly and breathable materials
are recommended, especially for older buildings. This
involves the use of lime and other traditional materials
and technologies.
The amount of repairs needed depends on for how
long the problem has been ongoing.

2
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2

Complex chemical reactions take place inside the masonry
in which many factors can influence the outcome.

• Vibrations, building movements constantly create
new cracks and capillaries in which water can rise.

1

1

• Wall thickness limitations: many damp buildings
in the UK are solid or rubble-infilled stone structures
with walls thicker than 600 mm. Due to chemical reasons, deep inside thicker walls water repellency is more
difficult to achieve which limits the injectable depth.

Replastering
Replastering the walls with a dense sand and cement plaster (renovation plaster) acts as a second moisture barrier
in case the injected DPC is not performing well.
1). Ing. C.A.M. (Kees) Snepvangers: The distribution of injection fluids
against rising damp in masonry: models and risk factors, OTB Research
Institute for Housing, Urban and Mobility Studies, The Netherlands

Lab analysis of a wall sample showing untreated areas (darker)

The use of cement in old buildings is never a good idea. It
prevents walls from breathing and in case of a failed DPC
it accumulates and traps moisture2 inside the wall fabric.
Additionally, renovation renders have poor thermal insulation which result in an increased risk of condensation and
mould.3
With expert application a success rate of 80 - 95%4 can be
attained short term.
Advantages:
• Cost effective as short wall sections can be treated
Disadvantages:
• Very invasive, considerable disruption and mess.

• The bottom part of the wall under the injection line
always remains wet. This leaves the joists prone to
rot through contact with damp masonry.
2). Burkinshaw, Ralf: Remedying Damp. RICS Books, page 81. ISBN 978-184219-305-1
3). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damp_%28structural%29

4). Michael Balak, Anton Pech: Masonry Drainage: from Basics to Practical
Applications, page 159, 2.ed (2008), Springer Wien New York
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• Unsuitable for historic buildings where interfering
with the building structure is prohibited.

• Non-reversible: an important concept in building
conservation.
• Modern non-breathable renovation renders seal the
moisture into the building fabric.

• Replastering masks the potential failure of the DPC.

5. Magnetic DPC

• The quality of the treatment depends upon the skill
of the contractor.

With the discovery of various electrokinetic phenomena
(the study of fluid flow under the influence of electric
or magnetic fields) at any solid-liquid surface, various
attempts have been made to reverse the movement of
water inside capillaries using electric or magnetic fields.

• Dense, waterproof cement plasters are poor thermal
insulators which make walls liable to condensation.

• Relatively high failure rate in the long run.

2. Electro-Osmotic DPCs
Research in the 1980s into various electrokinetic phenomena lead to the discovery of electrical charges inside the
wall fabric. It has been discovered, that during rising damp
the wall fabric accumulates a positive charge in rapport to
the negative ground. Applying a reverse DC voltage to the
wall actively reverses the migration of water inside the wall
fabric, leading to a gradual dehydration of the wall fabric.

The weak point of the electroosmotic systems was the corrosion of the wires inside the damp walls, which resulted
in loss of contact or conductivity, thus in the long-term
failure of the system. Additionally, the high salinity and pH
changes of the building fabric could override the weak
electroosmotic current, limiting the efficiency of the dehydration.

The very appealing aspect of this technology is its noninvasive and reversible nature, a fundamental requirement in the field of building conservation.
As a result, various such systems have been developed,
some powered, some unpowered – consisting of passive
circuits only.
They are not dehumidifiers, they do not collect water. They
perform a dual function:
1. Wall dehydration function: In the short term they
permanently dry out the building fabric by reducing
the capillary forces inside the walls.
2. DPC function: in the long run they protect the building from the re-occurance of rising damp by preventing the reattachment of water molecules onto the
capillary walls.

3. Magnetic DPCs
Based on recent technical breakthroughs in the field of
electrokinetics (the science dealing with surface phenomena) and microfluidics (the transport of liquids in very
narrow channels), some key mechanisms behind rising

damp have been better understood, leading to the development of a new generation of damp proof courses that
operate “wirelessly”.

Capillary Action

There are cases when the installation of a DPC in an old
building is not possible due to a number of reasons:

Capillary action is a molecular interaction between the wall
and water and it has adhesive nature (molecular adhesion
forces).

• Not possible or feasable due to environmental
constrainst: e.g. higher outer ground level would
make a DPC unfeasable; or an injected DPC would
cause too much damage; or several injected DPCs
have been applied in the past and they have failed.

• Not desired due to budget / cost cutting reasons:
e.g. upon selling, or refurbishing a building as cheaply as possible.
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Magnetic DPC systems come in various sizes

Working Principle (Simplified)

4. No DPC Cases

• Not permitted due to the buiding being listed or in
a conservation area. The listed building stock is not
only important but one of the oldest in the country. Because most DPC solutions are very invasive to
apply (e.g. involves drilling holes at the base of the
building), conservation officers often choose the less
damaging option of forbidding the installation of an
invasive DPC.

They are available in various sizes, depending on the thickness of the walls and area to be covered – most often one
unit per building is enough. Several units can be combined
to cover larger areas, if necessary.

In addition to that, Earth magnetic field has certain irregular frequencies, known as magnetic pulsations, that affect
the movement of water inside the capillaries.
Research has shown that these are the primary cause of
rising damp, as these drive the water up the capillaries, as
water responds to both static and dynamic external fields.

Grade I listed manor house, partially underground,
not suitable for an injected DPC

In these cases the problem of rising damp is attempted to
be resolved by renovation measures only; the lack of a workable DPC is substituted with various renovation measures
such as plastering, drainage, heating and ventilation etc.
These alternatives are covered in detail in the next chapter.

The silicate wall fabric is negative, while the larger half
of the water molecule is positive, and opposite polarities
attract each other.

Electrostatic field bending (attracting) a thin stream of water
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Dehydration Effect
If we could somehow eliminate from the environment the
effect of these frequencies that affect water, the “urge” of
water to move up the walls would decrease or stop, gravity
would win and water would go back into the ground. The
magnetic DPC system does just that.

The unit is fundamentally an elevated earth point in the
building, that collects and short-circuits certain frequencies from the airwaves that drive the rising damp.
The concept performs a somewhat similar function to a
lightning rod, which also acts as an elevated earth point,
deflecting the lightning, thus protecting the building.
Because we are dealing with multiple pulsed frequencies
that affect water, the technical implementation is much
more complex than the simple conductor of the lightning
rod, but bears some similarity to it.
While other damp proof course solutions use a “brute
force” approach, by blocking water from rising, this solution eliminates the primary reason that drives water up
the capillaries, while also being totally non-invasive and
no harmful side effects, working in harmony with nature.

Safety
Fundamentally the system is a complex electronic filtering
system, which by design it has been tuned onto those critical
frequencies that affect the movement of water. In electronics
it is known as a bandpass filter. Through its internal antennas
collects certain frequencies from the environment and shortcircuits them to earth.
Because the primary driver of capillarity is
significantly reduced or eliminated,
the walls gradually dry out.

The magnetic DPC unit does not emit anything. It is fundamentally a receiving antenna, somewhat similar to your everyday TV
aerial or Sky dish. It only collects or receives
energy, and as a result it does not – can not
– have adverse effect onto living organisms
or the environment. Independent lab testing and CE marking also confirms this.
It does not have any direct effect on old furniture or timber
structures; however, by normalizing (lowering) the high relative humidity resulting from the evaporating walls, it takes
timber out of the high humidity “danger zone” where it can
be prone to rot.
It does not affect plants or the household water supply. It
does not interfere with WiFi or mobile phone reception, nor
affect any electronic equipment.

Research
Research onto various molecular phenomena taking place
at any solid-liquid boundary (e.g. brick-wall interface) has
been ongoing for decades.
However, during the past 10 years a lot of new phenomena
has been discovered, especially about how AC or pulsed
fields affect the behaviour of liquids in tiny spaces (e.g. in
micro- or nanometer sized capillaries). These discoveries
open the door to new technologies and applications.
A significant amount of our acticity is now in-house
research and validation of various phenomena related
to the wetting, dehydration and movement of moisture in
porous building materials; various electro-kinetic aspects
of rising damp, the effects of the magnetic DPC etc. –
some of them brand new findings, unknown to the building industry and building profesionals.
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Before

Walls Above Ground Level

Installation & Long-Term Monitoring

We guarantee the dehydration of all freestanding
walls above ground level, as well as of those underground walls with workable vertical insulation.

The system needs to be professionally installed by a qualified Engineer. The average installation time is about half a
day and involves the following steps:

The duration of dehydration depends on several
factors such as: salinity, thickness of walls, water
saturation and the breathability of the walls. As a
guideline, most residential houses dry out within
1 year.

1. Floor plan: all key data goes onto the floor plan to gain
a better overview of the situation.

4. Wall core moisture measurements: the moisture content of the walls is closely monitored throughout the dehydration process using the gravimetric method, which is
the most accurate measurement method. Masonry moisture content is determined from drilled powder samples
taken from the core of the wall, at different heights, using
a precision scale and drying oven. Each wall sample is first
weighted (wet weight), dried in the oven, then weighted
again (dry weight). Moisture content is calculated from
the difference between the wet and the dry weights.

Basements, Cellars
The speed and extent of dehydration of underground wall sections (e.g. cellars, basements,
conversions) with no vertical barrier mainly depends on wall thickness and the intensity of the
sideways pressure.
If needed, magnetic DPCs can easily be combined
with traditional solutions such as tanking.

2. Field measurements: power cables, smartphones,
WiFi-routers, Bluetooth etc. all generate and radiate electromagnetic fields known as electrosmog. Field measurements are undertaken to ensure the optimum operation
of the DPC system.

After

Limitations

5. Other measurements: if needed additional measurements can be performed, such as salt content, thermal
IR camera etc.
After the installation all collected information goes into a
folder called “The building pack”. We send you a copy of
all relevant documents including floor plans, measurement
values and checklists.

Other moisture sources, if they exist (e.g. leaks,
condensation, roof and chimney problems,
cracks in the pointing and plastering), must be
addressed separately, in addition to the installation
of the DPC system.

Field intensity and electrosmog measurements

Wall sections previously treated with chemicals
may take longer to dry out as injected chemicals
might act as a partial barrier to dehydration.

Complements Other Solutions

Wall core moisture measurements

Effect on free-standng walls and basements

3. Installation: the system is installed and begins to dry
out the building immediately. It also can be hidden from
view quite easily in closets, cupboards or basements.

Electronic moisture map of a wall section. Orange/red areas are very damp

Dehydration Progress Monitoring
We will perform follow-up checks once or twice per year
depending on the building to monitor the moisture levels
and chart the progress of dehydration.

Cement plaster
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Lime plaster

Lime plaster + French drain

Lime plaster + French drain
+ Magnetic DPC system

Closet

Cupboard

Under stairs

Basement

Moisture Content Diagram showing the reduction of moisture in time
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Reference
Buildings
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Chapel House,
Yorkshire
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When Are Magnetic DPCs the Best Option?
While a combination of drainage, lime plastering and heating/ventilation can improve the condition of many buildings, in
many cases this will not be enough to satisfactorily solve the dampness problem.

6. Replastering, Renovating Old Buildings
Old vs New Buildings

In the following cases the inclusion of a magnetic DPC is needed for a successful long-term resolution of rising damp.
Such cases include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Buildings typically older than 150-200 years
Lots of salts present
Thick walls (over 600 mm)
Where other methods can‘t be applied
Cellars / basements with moderate dampness
When a long-term permanent solution is needed

1

1. Very old buildings: due to the cumulative effect of salts, buildings older than 150200 years often can‘t be satisfactorily dried out by a combination of heating, ventilation
and drainage. Even if the surface of the walls appears to be „bone dry“ – which is often
the case with modern cement-based plasters that hide the dampness problem, or lime
plasters that breath out the humidity from near the surface – the core of the walls still
stays damp.
Replastering 300-400 year old walls with lime is often just a temporary fix as the accumulated ground salts will again break down the lime within a few years, incurring
ongoing repairs – which can be both costly and messy.

2

2. Lots of salts present: a very salty wall fabric typically responds poorly to traditional renovation measures. Implementation of drainage does not make a huge difference as hygroscopic salts can still pull in a lot of humidity from the surroundings.
Lime plasters will be relatively short lived, making them a temporary sacrificial solution.
These „challenging“ cases can be significantly improved by including a magnetic DPC
in the renovation plan.

3

3. Thick walls: wall thickness is another key variable that significantly determines the
moisture content of walls. The thicker a wall the higher its volume, the more moisture
it can retain. Based on observations, walls thicker than 600 mm can be increasingly
difficult to be dried out by traditional means. Such walls can be fully dehydrated with
our dedicated magnetic dehydration system. 1 - 1.5 m thick church walls also respond
very well to this solution reaching equilibrium (air-dry) values within a short 2-3 years.

4

4. When other methods can‘t be applied: in certain cases when traditional DPCs
and renovation options can‘t be applied due to various environmental constraints (e.g.
no digging for drainage is possible in city centers; or the removal of cement render is
work intensive, costly or damaging to the underlying building fabric).
In these cases a magnetic DPC is ideal as it can overcome many limitations, and can dry
out even walls with non-breathable plaster in the presence of concrete floors – which
could not be achieved by traditional means.

5

6
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5. Cellars or basements with moderate dampness: solving dampness in basements often requires invasive and costly solutions such as tanking, membrane and
sump-pump system. In many basements that are not very damp, a magnetic DPC can
create enough impact to solve the dampness problem in a less invasive and more costeffective way, either by itself or in combination with other solutions.
6. When a permanent solution is needed: there are just certain cases (e.g. important or listed buildings) when a FULL and PERMANENT solution is needed with a longterm outcome in mind, with as little invasion as possible. In such cases a non-invasive
magnetic DPC is ideal and can supplement other renovation measures.

OLDER buildings have been designed and built to be
water permeable. Being built from breathable materials,
after they get wet they naturally dry out.

NEWER buildings on the other hand are built watertight
using modern materials (including many plastics) designed
to keep moisture out, which upon aging trap moisture.

Older and newer buildings have been built very differently. As a result, they should be treated differently. They should be
renovated with similar materials with as little destruction to the building fabric as possible. As a rule of thumb, DO NOT
renovate old/listed buildings with modern building materials, DO NOT mix old and new materials and technologies
without a thorough understanding of building physics as this can lead to the accelerated decay of the historic building
fabric for a number of reasons:
• Hardness: new, modern building materials are harder. A new modern brick for example is expected to be be stronger than a 400 year old aged hand-made brick. Thus when old and new materials are mixed together, the older and
softer materials will give way and suffer, leading to the gradual loss of the original building fabric.
• Breathability: newer materials being less breathable, they do not allow for the evaporation of moisture. The accumulated moisture can damage the weaker, older materials resulting in the decay of the historic building fabric.
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Lime vs Cement
If you have an old building, chances are that you have heard about the lime-cement debate, namely that „lime is good“
and „cement is bad“. This is not quite true. Both lime and cement plasters have their advantages and disadvantages,. Both
are suitable for some applications and unsuitable for others. The point is: they are very DIFFERENT.
Cement is NOT recommended for the renovation of old buildings (e.g. the ones built before the 1900s), instead lime is the
recommended choice because lime is:
• SOFT: lime mortars are softer than cement. In fact, their hardness can be controlled during the manufacturing process. However if chosen correctly, lime must be softer than the bricks they bind together.
Imagine lime mortar as an air cushion on which bricks rest. Buildings are subject to constant ground movement and
vibrations. A soft cushioning can accommodate this minute movement without cracking. Over the years the soft
lime erodes but protects the surrounding bricks, keeping the historic building fabric intact for centuries.
Cement render on the other hand is rigid. It cracks badly, letting rainwater in, resulting in increased dampness and
potential frost damage. Cement mortar being harder than surrounding bricks, will erode or crack them, damaging
the softer historic building fabric.
• BREATHABLE: on molecular level lime allows water vapours to evaporate freely, keeping its surface dry. Cement,
on the other hand, prevents evaporation and traps humidity. Moisture under the cement plaster gradually builds up,
„amplifying“ dampness problems, making them worse. Cement around timber can lead to rot.

Cocciopesto plasters have also been extremely popular in Venice, well suiting
the humid and aggressive environment of the Venetian lagoon. Many palaces
of the old Venetian Republic have been built and plastered with Cocciopesto
(lime and cocciopesto mix) which peculiarly, while developing good mechanical strength, has also retained the full breathability of aerial lime plasters.
Roman cement, as mentioned by Roman architect Vitruvius in his writings
“The Ten Books on Architecture” is also an entirely lime-based mixture, made
of aerial lime, pozzolans, cocciopesto, sand and water.
Here are some traditional lime plasters used for the renovation of old buildings:

RINZAFFO MGN – Salt Resistant Base Coat
RINZAFFO MGN is a natural hydraulic lime mortar with high bonding
power to wet surfaces. It has been developed in Venice as a specialized
solution to the problem of rising damp and salts, however its origins
stretch back to ancient Roman times.

• WARM: lime having large air-filled pores, is a good thermal insulator, making it a cosy and warm material. Cement,
being significantly denser with few pores, it is much colder which often leads to condensation and mould problems.

Its unique micropore structure retains the salts inside the masonry (acting as a very efficient breathable salt barrier) while allows the passage
of vapour to the subsequent macroporous evaporation layer. Being
waterproof and breathable, it is used as:

• ANTI-BACTERIAL: lime being alkaline, it has natural antibacterial properties. It is a natural mould killer. A natural
way of disinfecting cellars in the past was to paint them with lime wash.

–– A base coat for replastering after rising or penetrating damp
–– A render against driving rain

• ECO-FRIENDLY: lime is eco-friendly and carbon-neutral. After reaching its end-of-life it can be recycled: crushed
and re-used for the next lot of lime mortar. Cement is not reusable but ends up in the landfills. It also has a heavy
environmental impact: the cement industry produces 10% of global man-made CO2 emissions. Heavy metals are
also commonly found in cement in non-negligible concentrations.

–– A lime-based “tanking slurry” for waterproofing basements
–– A plaster against salts around old fireplaces and chimney stacks
–– A waterproof floor base against pressure water or flooding
After almost 40 years of service, Rinzaﬀo plasters still perform extremely
well without breakdown or structural damage despite of being periodically submerged into the “high waters” of the Venetian tides.

Special Lime Plasters – Roman Plasters

Applying a thin Rinzaffo MGN base coat under the main lime coat
prevents the destruction of the newly applied plaster by the salts,
making your decoration last significantly longer (about 40 years).

Being outstanding architects and builders, the Romans have experimented extensively with lime, formulating many plaster mixes that
stood the test of time. Cocciopesto plasters and roman cement are
probably the most known traditional Roman plasters.
The Romans have discovered that by adding volcanic soils and other
minerals to lime, they can significantly alter its properties, especially
its strength and water resistance, while retaining its breathablity.
The most commonly added materials were pozzolans (volcanic soils
or rock fragments) and cocciopesto (milled bricks or terracotta fragments). These reacted chemically with the free lime, forming water
resistant compounds. Such mortars were able to harden quickly in
the presence of water or even underwater in the total absence of air,
and they are known as hydraulic mortars.
Cocciopesto plasters – the ancient mix of lime, sand and cocciopesto
were one of the first hydraulic mortars in history, lasting for centuries.
They have been extensively used by the Romans in very challenging
environments including sewers, ports, spas and aqueducts. For structural waterproofing – for harbour works and foundations – the sand
has been partially or fully replaced with pozzolans or cocciopesto.
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Traditional pozzolans used for creating special lime mixes

Rinzaffo plaster (left) vs a normal lime plaster being monitored in the lab
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SANACOLOR 2000 MGN – Colored Main Coat
SANACOLOR 2000 MGN is a colored lime plaster, for both internal and
external use, with exceptional performance due to:
–– High moisture evaporation capacity
–– Resistant to frost and wind abrasion
–– Lasting over 20 years without maintenance
As it’s colored in mass, no finishing plaster or painting is necessary, saving time and money upon application. Available in 24 colours, with
other custom colours available upon request.

Most Common Renovation Mistakes
Here are some common renovation mistakes that are often done on old buildings that results in the failure of plastering
or a significantly shorter lifespan of the finishing and decoration. If your walls fall into any of these categories:
• Older than 100-150 years
• Solid wall
• External walls
• Diagnosed with rising damp at any time
• Visible salts efflorescence on the walls and/or plaster damage
you should seriously consider avoiding any of the practices described below (some of them being borderline industry bad
practices anyway) and choosing an alternative option instead.
1. SKIMMING: in order to save money, the old plaster is often left on
the walls and it is only being skimmed with a thin layer of finishing plaster (usually „pink“ gypsum).
This is not only false economy but a serious mistake. The underlying
salts gradually migrate into the plaster ruining it within months resulting
in costly repairs later.

CALCITERM MGN – Thermal Insulating Plaster

1
2. DOT & DABBING: dot-and-bad is a budget plasterboard mounting technique. Instead of using battens to fix the plasterboard onto the
walls, the plasterboard is glued onto the surface of walls.

CALCITERM MGN is a traditional, dry premixed insulating plaster
based on natural hydraulic lime and perlite aggregates. It can be applied wherever thermal insulation, the elimination of cold bridging and/
or interstitial condensation is desired.
Due to the expanded lightweight perlite, CALCITERM plaster has very
good thermal insulation properties while being much lighter - about
1/5th of the weight - of traditional plasters).

For older buildings this creates condensation and mould as well as
damp patches from the underlying salts which can migrate through the
glue into the plasterboard.

2
3. NO SALTS RESISTANT BASE COAT: contrary to common belief,
using good quality lime alone does not guarantee a long lasting finish.

Up to 40 mm can be applied in one layer without putting excessive
strain onto the existing structure.

The missing ingredient here is the salts resistant lime base-coat which
can cope with the destructive effect of ground salts without breaking
down. Our special Rinzaffo MGN plaster does just that, it ensures a
long-lasting finish that can last for decades without breaking down.

3
4. USING CEMENT INSTEAD OF LIME: many old buildings are being
incorrectly renovated with cement based on the misconception that waterproof cement protects the walls from dampness. This is a mistake.
Cement is hard and cracks over time. Moisture finds its way into the
building fabric.

RASANTE MGN – Leveling & Finishing Plaster
RASANTE B40 MGN is a white lime leveling and finishing plaster. Due
to its ﬂexibility and high adhesion, it is also suitable for a number of
specialist applications:
–– Adhesion bridge between cement and lime as it can be applied
directly on any cementitious surface

4

5. SEALING THE MOISTURE INTO THE FABRIC: cement plasters and
renders, plastic membranes, synthetic emulsion paints, various other
waterproof coatings (tanking) are some of the widely used „quick-fix“
solutions to the problem of rising damp in old buildings.

–– Patching and leveling non-homogenous wall surfaces made of
diﬀerent materials (e.g. a mix of bricks, lime, NHL, cement, gypsum),
often dating from diﬀerent time periods

–– White finishing plaster

5
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Cement plasters don‘t solve dampness problems, they only make them
worse. They trap moisture which later resurfaces somewhere else.

This often leads to future damp problems such as cold walls, condensation, dampness on the internal walls, rotten joists etc. The preferred solutions should be in the direction of more breathability rather than less.
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Basements, Cellars

Dealing with Condensation

Drying out basements and cellars is a more complex task than drying out
freestanding walls. The main difference between underground and freestanding (above ground level) walls is the presence of sideways penetrating
damp as some external walls are in direct sideways contact with the soil.
These walls are thus subject to two main forces:

Condensation occurs when warm, moist air (usually indoors) comes in direct contact with a cold surface (e.g.
walls, windows). It is more prevalent at the bottom of external walls, in the corners where walls are colder or in
places with little or no ventilation e.g. behind furnitures.
During condensation, water will change from vapour to liquid state. Although condensation manifests in terms of
dampness, it is in fact a building insulation problem.

• Rising damp from the bottom, as walls are standing on the ground
• Sideways penetrating damp as walls are in contact with the soil
In choosing the best solution will ultimately depend on the intensity of the
sideways penetration and the intended use of the cellar / basement space.
The condition of drainage, pointing and ventilation must also be checked
and addressed, if necessary, as they often form an integral part of the solution.
• If a cellar is damp, but without running / liquid water on the walls nor flooding, this indicates that the cellar is
structurally sound with no significant sideways penetration present. In these cases a magnetic DPC system is a great
non-invasive and cost-effective way to get the dampness problem sorted or significantly reduced.

The most common problem with condensation is the appearance of black mould. Mould needs water to survive
and condensation moisture supplies this vital ingredient.
Although mould itself is not a sure sign of rising damp, rising damp can facilitate moulds growth by creating cooler
walls.

Salts related damp patches on chimney walls

The source of these damp patches are salts. Flue gases and soot combined with air and moisture will result in a specific
type of salts known as sulphates. Over the decades or centuries these salts saturate the chimney areas, and gradually
migrate through the historic wall fabric into the plaster resulting in damp patches, discoloration, flaking or crumbling.
The solution to the problem is renovation. Because these salts over
time permeate the wall fabric, they can‘t just be removed, they need
to be managed – this can be done by re-plastering or plasterboarding.
If plastering: the use of a salts-resistant lime plaster is recommended
(such as Rinzaffo, see pg. 20) which forms a very efficient breathable salts barrier. If plasterboarding option is preferred, it is important
for the plasterboard to be mounted onto battens (galvanized steel
is preferred for longevity) while dot-and-dab plasterboarding MUST
NOT be used.
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There are three primary factors that affect condensation;
by changing these, condensation can be eliminated:

Here are some of the most common remedies:
• Decreasing the humidity in the room: by airing regularly; opening the trickle vents on the windows;
leaving the doors open so the air can circulate etc.

Chimney Areas

It can be puzzling that upon investigating the roof area often no obvious signs of water ingress can be found.

The main reason behind condensation is the temperature
difference between the wall surface and the room.

1 The humidity of the room
2 The temperature of the room
3 The temperature of the wall

• The presence of liquid water on the walls or flooding indicates that the cellar‘s integrity has been compromised
and penetrating water finds its way into the building. These cases require a more complex solution which address
both rising damp and penetrating damp, which in this case dominates.

One of the common problems in old buildings is the presence of damp patches around fireplaces, chimneys or chimeny
walls. These patches can vary from barely noticeable through visible to very dark. They can have a random appearance and
exhibit a seasonal character, usually being more prominent after periods of rain or during the colder season.

Solving Condensation Problems

Condensation and mould on a kitchen wall

Mould and Health
Moulds are microscopic fungi that grow on damp surfaces.
They can survive almost anywhere. Their presence indoors,
however, can lead to significant health problems.
Mould spores accumulate in house dust and can cause a
variety of allergic symptoms all year round, mostly respiratory diseases such as runny nose, recurrent colds or bronchitis leading to allergic asthma. Headache, concentration
problems, skin diseases, gastrointestinal diseases, ear canal infections, burning eyes and joint pains can be caused
by mould. The immune system is also weakened by mould,
thus the general susceptibility to illness increases1.

• Increasing the temperature of the room/walls by better, more consistent heating.
Additional professional measures include:
• Removing wallpaper
• Repainting: replacing petrol-based, non-breathable
emulsion paint with breathable mineral paint
• Improving the heat insulation of the walls to make
them warmer (calcium slicate, thermal plasters etc.)

Some moulds can also release toxins that can lead to severe health problems. The best known are the afla-toxins
generated by Aspergillus flavus, which can cause cancer.
To permanently combat mould, the total elimination of
moisture sources is essential. “Patchwork” or concealing
the infestation with panels, plasterboard or other materials
are insufficient. The use of anti-mould chemicals (fungicides) has no long-term effect if moisture sources are not
completely eliminated.

Condensation and mould on a kitchen wall

1) http://asthmaandallergies.org/asthma-allergies/mold-allergy/

Mechanism of condensation:
warm air comes in contact with a cold wall surface
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Listed Cottage

900 Year Old Church

Towerhouse / Castle

Paxton Cottage is a 17th century timber frame cottage with
thatched roof and flanking brick chimneys. There are Tudor
bricks in the inglenook at the far end of the sitting room,
where the door to the old bread oven is still in situ. The
cottage was named after Tom Paxton, former farm manager; his boots are sealed into the wall of the inglenook.

Legerwood Kirk is an ancient historic Church of Scotland
church in the former county of Berwickshire, Scotland, dating back to year 1127.

Ochiltree Castle is a listed 16th-century L-plan tower house
near Linlithgow, Scotland. The castle was owned by various branches of the Stirling family till 1715. At some point
it had fallen into disrepair. Their present owners have since
made it into a family home while maintaining its character.

Results

The building has been suffering from dampness issues for
a number of years. Being a Grade A listed building, invasive
dehydration technologies were not an option.

Results
Within the first 6 months after the installation of a magnetic DPC – from summer to winter – the moisture levels
inside the wall have dropped by about 25%.
The dehydration continued and the extremely wet building fabric has reached air-dry values after over 3 years.

“

Yes, we are absolutely thrilled with the effects of the DPC
system put into our Grade II Tudor cottage! We have never looked back since damp-wise! We suffered horrendous rising damp
on our ground floor, the DPC having failed after 30 years of
living here!
We have had the system installed now for just over 2 years and
we are now damp free.

“

Kate S. – Listed Cottage Owner

Results
The DPC system was installed in July 2014. Shortly thereafter,
the owners started noticing a series of changes in the building: the reduction of the musty smell; in some damp areas
the paint became sandier at touch; new damp spots have
shown up then gradually dried out.
It took about 3 years for the 4 foot thick solid stone walls to
reach air-dry (equilibrium) values.

Customer Testimonials

“

I came across the firm about 18 months ago at the Harrogate
Homebuilding and Renovating Show. Initially I was rather
sceptical about the product as I couldn't really understand how
it could possibly work. Given my open scepticism Val suggested
that they install a unit at my own house - which is a brick built
Georgian town house with solid wall construction and a failed
injected damp proof course - in order to convince me.
They installed their unit about a year ago and came back a couple of times to check the results. The analysis of the moisture
readings that they had taken showed the walls to be drying out,
but you couldn’t really notice this happening for about the first
six months.
More recently I have noticed a marked improvement in the
walls. They feel less cold and damp to the touch, visible damp
patches have disappeared and the efflorescence (salting on the
surface internally and externally) has disappeared completely.
These recent perceptible improvements have persuaded me that
the system does indeed work!

“

“

Tom R. – Architect, Partner

I contacted Core Conservation just over six months ago
with an ongoing and very persistent rising damp problem in my
1860s flint and lime worker’s cottage. My builders and I had
tried everything possible to remedy this, working within the restrictions of the age of the cottage and its building methods and
materials.
The DPC system was installed at the beginning of an extraordinarily wet period and the walls appear to now be more or less
dry, six months later. This was confirmed by the six monthly follow up testing done by Core Conservation a couple of weeks ago.
The Core Conservation team has all been delightful and I
commend their patience, politeness and spotless working procedures.

“
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Susan F. – Listed Cottage Owner
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Our services
 rofessional Holistic Dampness Surveys
P
Non-invasive Dampness Remedy
Venetian / Roman Lime Plasters
Sympathetic Building Restoration
We operate nationwide
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West Sussex
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